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The Covid-19 crisis has changed the world, and we have 

to change with it. The last couple of weeks has been a 

struggle for families, the lonely, companies and our so-

ciety. In Sweden, instead of a total lock-down, citizens 

have been advised to adopt social distancing measures 

to protect the elderly and other risk groups and reduce 

the spread of the virus. 

Göteborgs-Posten, being a local newspaper, has a strong 

link to the society in which we live and work. We have 

been in close dialogue with the people of Gothenburg 

for well over a hundred years. The crisis has forced us to 

put many projects on hold, but also given rise to new 

and innovative ones through the creativity and commit-

ment of our staff. We have witnessed the impact that we, 

as a media house, can have on our society. 

Our story
We truly cherish and love our city, with its rich cultural 

scene, local business communities and meeting places. 

We want to do our part to ensure that the city remain 

strong and united during the crises as well as when 

we’ve put it behind us.  We’re all in this together. We aim 

to encourage people to stay home and stay safe, to care 

about and respect each other. And in order to do so we 

have made it possible to enjoy culture and the city from 

home and provided work-out classes to stay in shape. 

We have facilitated match-making between helpers and 

those in need of help, narrated the crisis through the 

eyes of children and supported local businesses with 

pro-bono advertising.  

We have gathered all of the good and strong initiatives 

within a concept that we call GPhjärtaGbg (GPloves-

Gothenburg). Our desire is to create a consistent tonality 

and layout that explains and clarifies our purpose and 

intent with everything we do within this concept. Our 

objective is to have a wide variety of initiatives so that 

there is something for everyone to value and enjoy dur-

ing these difficult times. 

We are creating Covid-19-related projects in-house. We 

do this in partnership with other initiatives and organisa-

tions in Gothenburg.  

Through these initiatives we have reached and engaged 

more citizens, as demonstrated by increased subscrip-

tions and pageviews. 
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The story of GPhjärtaGbg
• Success factors

• The story so far

Silver lining in the crisis

Journalism for everyone

The Pustervik concert

Skicka en kram (Send a hug)

GP keeps you company

The children in the Covid-19 crisis

Support a good cause

Connecting people

Pro-bono advertising

• The story continues

In collaboration with Göteborg & Co

Ullevi

Vi orkar (Hang in there)

Bananpiren 

Göteborgs-Posten virtual running race

• The story has just begun
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• It has been true teamwork where all have contributed beyond 

what can be expectated. Every part of the organization has been 

involved in both generating and executing the many projects and 

ideas. What we’ve managed to achieved during these past weeks  

is something to be proud of. 

• In a challenging time of social distancing, digital social contact is 

more important than ever before. Social interaction has been a 

guiding light in all our initiatives. We have enabled more digital  

Success factors
dialogue between the citizens of Gothenburg. To create platforms 

to meet and interact has been a clear mission. As an example we 

have recently added commentary sections to all our articles, and 

we have assigned an editor of interaction.  

• The consistency of the GPhjärtaGbg concept has helped the  

organisation to collect, prioritize and harmonize the initiatives  

and communication. The concept consist of a clear purpose and 

guidelines. The joint voice of GPhjärtaGbg made the impact of the 

initiatives even stronger.   

A number of factors have been crucial in making GPhjärtaGbg  

a success.
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What have we done in the name of GPhjärtaGbg?

The story so far...

2020-04-30



Göteborgs-Posten realized early on that our readers wanted stories 

that bring joy and hope in these dark times – stories about ordinary 

people and companies contributing.  

Every day we make sure to publish at least one heart-warming or 

positive news story.  

We believe it inspires all to do their part: whether it is staying at 

home, helping out in hospitals or bringing food and supplies to 

those in need.  

 

 

Silver lining in the crisis

Anders Tegnell (epidemiologist) gets  
immortalized as a tattoo

Covid-19 made dance lover Inger  
discover new virtual tools

Eldin Karisik drove 800 km  
– to give 82 year old Mary food

Outside concert at the geriatric care brings light 
in the Covid-19 darkness.

Sponsored food boxes to feed hungry childrenHagabadets nice gesture – gives away  
work out equipment to elders. 

The foundation reorganized - has gathered  
hundreds of gifts to intensive care staff.
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We believe that everybody should be able to afford independent and 

trustworthy journalism. Especially in times of crisis where access to in-

formation is extra important, we wanted to make sure everyone could 

afford a news subscription.  

Therefore, we decided to offer a 3-month subscription for 1 Swedish 

krona. 

Commercial messages: 

• Ha koll på fakta med oberoende journalistik! (Keep track of facts 

with independent journalism!) 

• Följ och ta del av trovärdig journalistik! (Follow and get access to 

trustworthy journalism!)  

• Missa inga nyheter! (Don’t miss out on any news!) 

The campaign has given us over 12% increase in our digital subscrip-

tion base so far.   

Journalism for everyone

12% increase  
in digital  

subscription  
base
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The strict bans on public gatherings, as imposed by the Swedish government, has had a big 

impact on local venues and artists in Gothenburg and many of them are struggling to sur-

vive financially.  

One of our local venues Pustervik, a venue to which many people in Gothenburg have an 

emotional connection, is one of them. To help them, Johan Lindqvist, a music reporter at 

Göteborgs-Posten, devised the idea to set up a concert with artists from Gothenburg to 

support it.  

On the 4:th of April the concert took place at Pustervik and it was live-streamed via Göte-

borgs-Postens digital channels to over 17 000 people. They enjoyed 3 hours of live music 

and after a week, nearly 80 000 had seen the concert.  

We encouraged people to donate in order to support Pustervik and after a week we could 

announce over 1 million Swedish krona in donations.  

This event supports Pustervik operations for a least the remainder of this year. 

The Pustervik concert

1 million SEK
in donations
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View 
clip

https://youtu.be/F5l_UP5Ou1g
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During the covid-19 crisis people are adviced not to meet their elder-

ly grandparents, people at risk or friends and family in other regions. 

We decided to give our readers the opportunity to use our platforms 

to send thier love, in form of virtual hugs, to someone on their mind.  

Skicka en kram (Send a hug)
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To ease the burden of staying at home we have offered a number of 

initiatives to help people participate in every-day activities from home 

and to socially interact with eachother.

Two of our most highly esteemed reporters toured the city of Goth-

enburg in our popular canal boats Paddan whilst answering questions 

about the buildings and places from the viewers in a Facebook live 

stream. Although the viewers might not be able to feel the breeze, 

they received a lot of new information about their city in exchange. 

Click here to watch the video. 

We started a book club on Facebook where our readers can join our 

critics in reading and discussing the same books. We also made it 

possible for them to discuss with an author. The book club has nearly 

2500 members.  View clip.

GP keeps you company  
To help people of all ages to stay healthy whilst being isolated at 

home,  Göteborgs-Posten partnered with a large, member owned, 

gym chain Friskis & Svettis. We produced work-out videos that are 

specially designed for working out from home. The readers are also 

able to share their best advise on how to keep up with your training 

routine from home.  Read article here.

We aired a four hour long musical medley from Gothenburg’s Opera 

house, completed with a quiz that gave the viewers a change to test 

their skills, and compete with others.  

https://www.facebook.com/goteborgsposten/videos/867315903680610/
https://www.facebook.com/anna.fock.3/videos/10157066246310848/ 
https://www.gp.se/sport/gp-erbjuder-onlinetr%C3%A4ning-i-samarbete-med-friskis-svettis-1.27357879
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 The children are as affected as the adults by this crisis and we felt we 

needed to offer the children their own space, where questions could 

be asked and answered on their own level. We gave them the possibil-

ity to send all their questions, in text or video, to one of Sweden’s most 

popular professor specializing in clinical bacteriology.   

We have also had a chat open on our website where the children could 

ask questions or tell others about how they are feeling in this current 

situation.  

 We do not normally have a lot of children as subscribers or visitors on 

our website, so we used other channels to reach them during the Cov-

id-19 crisis, such as TikTok, SnapChat and Youtube.  

View the campaign here.

Agnes Wold answers the childrens questions here. 

The Children in the Covid-19 crisis 

Do you, as a child, have a Covid-19 question? – I wonder how it’s going to effect the future  
and the children in the future.

– When will everything get back to normal?

– When will this end? – What was it in the animals that  
made it become the coronavirus?

– Corona will last for a very long time –

https://www.instagram.com/p/B_fomj1HxGg/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.gp.se/nyheter/agnes-wold-svarar-p%C3%A5-barnens-corona-fr%C3%A5gor-1.27300500
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For many years Göteborgs-Posten has supported a number of local, 

non-profit organizations and initiatives with free advertising. Dur-

ing these difficult times, we have further expanded the number of 

organizations that we support and have thereby contributed to sup-

porting non-profits that support those already vulnerable in society. 

Stadsmissionen is one of those organizations and in this campaign 

we encourage our readers to make a donation.

 

Support a good cause Coronaviruset
påverkar oss alla, men 
framför allt drabbas

de redan utsatta.
GP stöttar Göteborgs Stadsmission.

Gör det du med! 

Swisha din gåva till  90 01 702 och
 bidra direkt till Stadsmissionens arbete 

för de mest utsatta i Göteborg.

Riktig journalistik gör skillnad.

#GPhjärtaGbg
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Another example of a non-profit organization that we partnered with is GodHjälp.  

Loneliness is one of the major problems for those in quarantine. Since staying at 

home is only a recommendation in Sweden, we felt we could do something very im-

portant in helping people to do so.  

The elderly and people at risk are recommended not to visit any stores, even though 

the stores are still open. They need help to shop for groceries and medicines. People 

without relatives or younger friends now rely on the kindness of strangers.  

The elderly might not be in the Facebook groups where help is offered, but they 

read our newspaper and through that they can now find a helping hand. GodHjälp 

requires identification from both those who wants to help and those who need help, 

which makes it safer to use. 

Our editorial staff is continuously going to tell stories where new relations has 

formed between the lonely elders (the home-heroes) and their helpers, and by do-

ing so encouraging others to take a few minutes to offer company to someone who 

can’t leave their home.   

Connecting people

Din viktigaste handling i år kan vara att 
 låta någon annan handla åt dig.

För att hjälpa till under corona-pandemin lanserar  
vi nu godhjälp.se – en gratis tjänst för att låta andra  
handla mat och apoteksvaror åt dig som tillhör en  
riskgrupp. Det är det minsta vi kan göra för dig som 
hjälper till att stoppa smittspridningen och avlastar 
vården genom att tillfälligt isolera dig själv. För oavsett 
hur stark och frisk du känner dig, eller hur orädd du är,  
så är det hjältemodigaste du kan göra just nu att 
stanna hemma och undvika närkontakt med andra. 

Det är en liten men viktig uppoffring som kan rädda liv, 
och som kan göra enorm skillnad för hela Sverige. 

Bli en av svenska folkets hemmahjältar. På godhjälp.se
kan du få hjälp själv eller ordna hjälp åt någon närstående.
GodHjälp stöds av:
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Pro-bono advertising
HELAGBG – the pro-bono project that supports the local companies.  

Dual meaning: ”Hela” means ”to heal” and ”whole” GBG - Gothenburg.

Almost all industries are facing great challenges and many struggle  

to survive. Göteborgs-Posten and Stampen Media wanted to do  

something to help. We have offered local companies the chance to be 

seen in GP, both digitally and in print. For free.  

More than 300 companies have taken the opportunity and many 

companies are on the waiting list.  

View the campaign here.

“Advertise for free in GP.  
Together we stand before great challenges 

that affect more or less all businesses.  
Göteborgs-Posten and Stampen Media 

want to do what we can to help and  
therefore give local companies the oppor-

tunity to advertise without any cost.  
Read more here.”

Campaign site with local companies.

A spread in the newspaper with ads from local companies.

“What you expected today, we want 
you to be able to expect tomorrow  

- heal/whole Gothenburg!
Support local companies.  

Read more here.”

300 companies  
participating

https://stampen-media.confetti.events/helagbg
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What will we do in the name of GPhjärtaGbg?

The story continues...
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Göteborg & Co is a city owned company with a mission to make 

Gothenburg a great place to live and visit. Read more about  

Göteborg & Co at www.goteborgco.se 

Based on the success of the Pustervik concert, we have started a 

collaboration with Göteborg & Co to support the cultural scene in 

Gothenburg. We will start with four concerts in May and continue 

the collaboration after that with similar projects in other areas of 

culture such as modern dance, classical music and theatre. 

 

In collaboration with 
Göteborg & Co

2020-04-30
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 The 9th of May we have the largest arena in Gothenburg, Ullevi, at 

our disposal.  

All soccer games are cancelled, and that gave us the opportunity to 

launch a penalty contest with celebrities. We will live-stream the event.  

Ullevi
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We have now had the pandemic in Gothenburg for 50 days. Sweden doesn’t 

have any prohibitions, only recommendations. The government fear that cit-

izens seize to follow the recommendations. Our prime minister, experts and 

healthcare staff tries to tell people that the threat is far from over.  

We will let the voices of those most affected be heard under the banner  

Vi orkar (Hang in there). Under Vi orkar we will demonstrate the impact 

a wider spread of the virus in society would have and highlight the impor-

tance of still following the recommendations. We will also ask our readers to 

tell their stories about how they are fighting to hang in there.  

Vi orkar (Hang in there)
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We will broadcast a drive in-concert with popular local bands.

Bananpiren
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Göteborgsvarvet is a half marathon held every year in May. It attracts  

60 000 runners and 200 000 supporters along the race course. This year 

it has been cancelled due to Covid-19. Instead GP and Göteborgsvarvet 

will launch Göteborgsvarvet virtual race. Only one person will run the 

course, but we will still have a studio with expert comments and advice 

to the runners. The idea is that people from all over the country will run in 

their own location at the same time and be able to share their individual 

course and results to still get a sense of community.

Göteborgsvarvet virtual  
running race
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We will continue to develop:

• More digital social interaction in all activities .

• Local win-win collaborations.  

• Find new constellations – both internally and externally. 

• A more cross-functional way of working .

• A higher level of creativity and innovation .

• Drive speed. From idea to execution in record speed . 

The story has just begun...
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